Introduction.-In the first part of this paper,' it was shown that the following wave equation offers a new method for describing a free particle in relativistic quantum theory:
where M is the operator M = m + moEk l?7kq + m'eke?7.
Here, m, mo, m' are any scalar hermitian operators which commute with ECk, 7ki, Pi, and in particular they may be c-numbers. The momentum operators Pi also commute with ci, Eki, nl, 7kj. The operators vi, 7k1 commute with the operators Ei, eCk, and these satisfy among themselves the following commutation relations:
(Fiji 'k) = -ibjk jik,
(Eij, Ekl) = Cjilbjk + Ejkbil -Eikijl -Ejjlik,
(Fij, NO) = lilbjk + 7jkbil -ikjl -7lbik-
If equation (1) is written in the form HA, = 0, the condition for conservation of total angular momentum, (Sij + xipj -xjpi, H) = 0,
is then satisfied if the spin operator Si, is given by Sij= -ih(Eij + 7i,).
The charge-current four-vector, = 4*2cc-4,
is then found to be conserved if X is an operator which anticommutes with 6l, E2, E3 and commutes with C4, pi and M.
Although equations (1) and (9) may be applied to a particle of arbitrary integral or half-integral spin and arbitrary integral charge, we restrict our attention to the special case Ei) = EjEj -EjE} (10) 7ij = ij-?j?7vi in which the spin is required to be 0, 1/2, 1, '/2, or 2 and the charge operator -i2CEVIc has eigenvalues + eo or 0. In this case, equations (5) and (6) (12) yi'yj' + yj'yi' = 26ij and the /Bj, /3' satisfy the Kemmer-Duffin relations 01i#3lk + Okflj/i = '5idek + akjgi (13) A i: j/3k + i3k/3j/3i = BijAt + bkjli ( the yi, ,ai commuting with the 'yit, A/.
In this paper, we consider the special case of equation (2) for which m' = 0, and in which m and mO are arbitrary c-number parameters. We are therefore led to the following four generalizations of the Dirac and Kemmer-Duffin equations:
Sij= -i (Ai + /i3), ii = ieocik*A44/4', (7 where /A4 4 2 2 -,I 4' = 2/4/2 -1. The charge-current four-vectors listed in the various cases are seen to be conserved since /4 anticommutes with A,, /2, and /3 and commutes with /4.
Bosons. We note that equation (14) may be separated in a manner similar to that used in the two-component neutrino theory:
Some of the properties of the solutions of this equation in the system in which p = 0 have been discussed in reference 1. Writing -Yi = P2 d, _Yj' = r2 2 (i = 1, 2, 3), 74 = p3, 74 = T3 and using the usual representation for the yi and a similar representation for the -yi', we find that s# can be represented as a sixteen-component spinor separable, as indicated above, into eight-component spinors which describe a particle of spin zero or unity with rest energy given by Wo = i cA2Vmi\M(ml + 48m 1) spin zero (Ti),
The rest mass operator is hermitian, but since it does not commute with 'Y4 = p3, it follows that the rest-energy operator is not hermitian and its eigenvalues are not required to be real. If 16 m10 > ml > 0, the spin-one state is in fact highly unstable. With appropriate choice of the parameters ml, mi0 (e.g. ml = me, m10 = 1,555m,) it follows that the spin zero state would have the rest energy of the 7r' meson.
Although it is in an eigenstate of rest-energy, its rest mass would fluctuate between ml and m1 + 48 m? ( together with solutions in which q has been replaced by -q(q = Vm1(16in0-mii m-r/m/-for ml << ml). Similarly, eigenvalues S2 = 2k2, SZ = 1k characterize states 01 Al = (m + z) exp (qc2t/h).
These states represent rapidly growing or damped waves and are not normalizable. This is consistent with the fact that probability is not conserved in this theory.
However, we find that for each of these states I*T730 = O.so that these damped or growing solutions do not violate charge conservation, The spin-zero and spin-one states discussed above are both coupled and modified by a real or virtual electromagnetic field, causing the otherwise stable spin-zero state, tentatively identified above with the 7r' meson, to be quenched by coupling to the highly unstable state of spin-one. Although details of this process must await the second quantization of the theory, it is clear that the decay products from the eight-component spin-one state must be a Dirac particle and a neutrino which emerge with their spins parallel.
If we set ml = 0 in the above analysis, we find that the particle is stable, with spin 0 or 1 and with zero rest-mass and charge. For this case, equation (14) therefore leads to an alternative description of the photon.3
Other bosons of spin 0, 1, 2 are described by equation (17), but their properties are much more complicated. Such particles could decay only into other bosons, but if one of these decay products were highly unstable, such as the spin-one state discussed above, it would decay immediately into two fermions.
Fermions.-We now examine equation (15) Similarly, a particle of spin 3/2 iS characterized by 2;2 = 2 4d-2= 1, 02 = I2.(Tt)
In the rest system of the particle, the energy operator of equation (15) 15, 16, C for 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19 , and D for 10, 20, with a similar interpretation for E, F, G. This result is similar to that obtained in the spin 0, 1 case. For m2 = me and m20 = 2672 me, we obtain a stable charged particle of spin 1/2, mass equal to that of the muon. If coupled electromagnetically to the highly unstable state of spin 3/2, the spin 1/2 state would be quenched, and, as in the case of spin 0, the natural decay caused by emission and absorption of a virtual photon would be enhanced by a sufficiently strong external field.
Eigenstates for the above cases are now found to be given by automatically associated with the opposite sign of W. On the other hand, for the case m2 = 0, this spin 1/2 particle has zero charge and rest mass and represents another type of neutrino (r J. ) which has a stable spin 3/2 counterpart (t t ).
Thus, form2 = me, m2 = 0, equation (15) describes an electron and neutrino in the 1 X 1 representation of the /B,, and, in the 10 X 10 representation, particles that could be interpreted as a charged muon coupled similarly to a more complicated neutrino. These particles, like those of spin 1 or 0 discussed in the last section, are described by equations which are not irreducible representations of the Lorentz group, and in this sense such particles are not "elementary."
Rows and columns C, D of the 10 X 10 representation for the 8, lead to the eigenvalue equation where f = 1 or W/C2 = M = -M2 + 4m20. With the above values of m2 and M20, this is a very heavy charged particle (-.-104 me) for which no direct evidence exists. However, it is coupled to a highly unstable particle given by ad + 2a + .3 = 0, the other solution of (21), or W = 4m20(-1 ± V/2i). This particle has spin 1/2 (d -= -2) and it is described by the spinor / (1 -0 -1/2 = (-±1) exp (iMC2t exp ( MC2t") (a + i)
Finally, we note that the 5 X 5 representation of the Of also leads to equation (21) together with the solution A = 0, or W = mec2. Thus, in this representation, the above particle is coupled to electrons rather than muons. Hence, if states described by (21) were to exist in nature, they would decay rapidly into leptons and gamma-rays with the release of 5 Bev. 
